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I

Introduction

Let's assume there are psychological generalizationsthat the folk rely
upon in explaining and predicting the behavior of their fellows. Let's
furtherassume these generalizationsareintentional,in thatthey do their
explanatoryand predictive work by attributingto the subjectsin their
domain intentionalmental states such as beliefs, desires, and the like.
Then we can define a broadintentionalpsychology as one that adverts
only to broad, viz. purely denotational/truth-conditional,mental contents in its generalizations;so the sentences expressing its generalizations should be read transparently.A narrowpsychology is one that is
not so restricted.1Accordingly,sentencesexpressingnarrowgeneralizations will containopaque contexts,indicatedby 'that'-clauses^believes

1 We don't mean to exclude the position that narrow generalizations attribute states
(to the subjects under their scope) simultaneously characterized both referentially
and non-referentially. It may be that attribution of such states simultaneously takes
care of the states' referential properties and their 'modes of presentation' (however
the latter are understood). In other words, we want to take a narrow psychology as
one whose generalizations are to be read opaquely in the relevant contexts, without
assuming those contexts to be referentially idle.
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that.../ 'desires that.../ and the like). Here is an example of the sort of
generalizationwe have in mind:
(G) If S desires that P and believes that S can bring it about that P,
then, ceterisparibus,S will try to bring it about that P.
Inrecentyears,the questionof whethersuch generalizationsarebroad
or narrowhas receivedconsiderableattentionin philosophy of psychology. The general consensus among theorists has been that because
generalizationslike (G) are false when construed transparently,intentional psychology cannot be broad. For example, when read transparently, (G) seems to be falsifiedby Oedipus's story. Oedipus wished not
to marryhis motherand believed that he could achieve this, yet he did
not avoid marrying her - on the contrary.So Oedipus satisfied the
antecedentand flouted the consequentof (G).In this way, Fregepuzzles
have served to motivate a narrow intentional psychology, where the
intentionalpropertiesattributedto mentalstates are individuatedmore
finely than denotationsor truth-conditions.
Alternatively,one could well argue that one of the more pressing
reasons to introducecontents more fine-grainedthan denotations,like
Fregeansenses, is that we need them to explain the behavior of intentional agents. But if psychologicalexplanationis nomic and intentional,
as assumed here, the generalizationsinvolved in the explanationof this
behaviormustbe advertingto such contents;hencethosegeneralizations
must be narrow. Indeed, if they were not, we might dispense with
problematicnotions like sense;denotationsor truth-conditionscould do
all the semantic work needed in psychology. Come to think of it, this
conclusion, if cogently reached,would potentially lead to the dismantling of the entireFregeantradition!
Accordingly,the importanceof the question of whether intentional
explanation involves broad or narrow generalizationscan hardly be
overestimated.In particular,argumentspurportingto show that such
generalizationscould in fact be broad are potentially of great significance, and hence should be examined with care. That is just what we
intend to do in this paper with a recentargumentby JerryFodor.
Fodorhas arguedthatintentionalgeneralizationsareallbroadand the
sentences expressing them, like (G), are true. The apparentcounterexamples thathave made people thinkthat (G)and its ilk must be false on
the transparentreading,he says, are not really counterexamples.They
are merely exceptions of the sort special science laws typically admit,
given that such laws are hedged with 'ceterisparibus'clauses.So Fodor
suggests:Readthe sentencestransparentlyand treatthe apparentcounterexamplesto the generalizationsthey expressas exceptions,not defeaters.
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Of course,Fodorneeds to justifythis strategy.He needs to explainwhy
certainprima facie counterexamplesto transparentlyexpressed generalizationsshould be treatedratheras exceptionswithout alreadyassuming that sentenceslike (G),when read transparently,expresstruths.The
burdenof argumenthere is on the broad-minded,for unless the price of
nomic exceptionhoodis kept sufficiently high, confirmationof ceteris
paribus laws becomes too cheap, and the laws themselves become
vacuous.2So we need to be stingy aboutgrantingexceptions.In the case
of psychologicallaws, say, we might choose to limit such grantsto cases
which are relativelyrareand which involve some sort of pathology.But
Oedipus's case, and Fregecases more generally,don't meet this standard. Hence the broad theorist'sburden.
Fodor sets out to dischargethis burden in the second chapterof The
Elmand the Expert:Mentaleseand Its Semantics(Cambridge, MA: The MIT

Press 1994). His main argument isn't easy to follow. But the general
outline goes like this:
(I) The following principleis true:

Principle of InformationalEquilibrium(PIE). 'Agents are normally

in respect of the facts on which they act.
in epistemicequilibrium
Having all the relevantinformation- having all the information
that God has - would not normallycause an agent to act otherwise than as he does.' (42)

(II) Since PIEis true, any psychology, broad or narrow,must accept
it.
(Ill) No psychology that accepts PIE can count Frege patients as
subjectscovered by its (relevant)generalizations;that is, Frege
patients are outside the proper domain of intentionalexplanation/prediction.3

2 As Fodorhimself might put it, exceptionhoodon the cheap threatensto collapse
laws of the form
(i) Fs cause Gs ceterisparibus
into laws of the form
(ii) Fs causeGs unless they don't. (J.A.Fodor,'MakingMindMatterMore/
PhilosophicalTopics67 [1990] 59-79)

3 We will use the term'Fregepatient'to referto agentswho
(a) sufferfromignoranceof the identityof the referentsof some pairof co-denotingconceptsin theirpossession,and
(b)areapt to act on this incompleteinformationin a way whichjeopardizesthe
successof theirbehavior.
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Though this much seems clear,how it is supposed to work is not. In
particular,it is not clearhow (III)is supposed to follow from (I)and (II).
The restof this paperis an attemptto work out the details.We thinkthat
PIEis prettyclearlyfalse underthe relevantreading(s),but we'll put this
worry aside for the moment and come back to it below. First,we would
like to see how the truth of PIE is supposed to make Oedipus an
exceptionto (G),4or more generally,how (III)is supposed to be justified
on the basis of PIE.We will begin by untangling two main readings of
PIE, depending on how 'normally' is construed; then we'll discuss
whetherthe principlesupports(III)on eitherconstrual.At thatpoint we
turn to the motivation given for PIE.Our ultimate goal is to show that
Fodor'sattemptto shieldbroadpsychology fromFregepuzzles does not
succeed.
II

How To Read PIE

Though simple in formulation,Fodor'sstatementof PIEdoes not wear
its intendedmeaningon its sleeve. In this section,therefore,we propose
to survey a rangeof possible interpretationsof the principle,in orderto
locateone which best fits the largerargumentativecontext.Thispreliminary discussion will also serve as an exegetical warm-up to our subsequent critiqueof Fodor'sbrief for PIE.
On the first reading,PIEis a descriptivegeneralizationover a population of intentionalagents. So its truth depends entirely on empirical
facts about this population.It is a statisticalreading.
(Rl) PIE:Agents are usually(i.e.,on most of the occasionson which
they act) in epistemic equilibriumin respectof the facts on which
they act. Having all the relevant information- having all the
informationthat God has - would not usuallycause an agent to
act otherwise than as he does.
Thisseems to be the most naturalreading.Butthoughit is plausiblytrue,
PIEso read lends no support to (III).FromRl we get:

All agents in Frege cases satisfy (a), but only some of them satisfy (b). So Frege
patients constitute a proper subset of agents involved in Frege cases.
4 Oedipus is a Frege patient. He is not in epistemic equilibrium: he would have acted
otherwise if he had known all the relevant facts, here the identity of Jocasta and
Mom.
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(IV) Agents who are not usually in epistemicequilibriumare statistically atypicalor abnormal.
In order to derive (III)from (IV)we need something like the following
auxiliaryclaim:
(V) Statisticallyatypical or abnormalagents are outside the proper
domain of intentionalgeneralizations.
And it is not obvious why (V) should be true.In fact,we doubt that it is
true.At a minimumit must be explainedand arguedfor,and Fodordoes
neither.But even if we grantboth (IV)and (V), (III)still doesn't follow
unless most Fregepatientsarestatisticallyabnormalin the Rl sense.And
this is doubtful.
TakeOedipus for instance.Let'ssuppose that the only two occasions
on which he actedin such a way thathe would have actedotherwisehad
he had all the relevantinformationabout identities are those involving
his marryingMom and killing Dad: i.e., he didn't know that Jocasta=
Mom, and that this quarrelsomeand arroganttraveler = Dad. So, he
ended up marryingMom and killing Dad - neitherof which events he
wished for,at least so described.Butlet's assume,which seems plausible
anyway, thaton the overwhelmingmajorityof occasions,Oedipusknew
all the relevantidentitiesof his (co-denoting)concepts.If so, he will turn
out to be a statisticallynormalagent by the standardof Rl.
Of course, there may be agents who by luck or irrationalityor sheer
lunacy usually suffer from identificationalignorance of the Fregean
variety.Such agents typically will not be in epistemic equilibriumwith
respectto the facts on which they act, so perhaps they can be excluded
from the domain of intentionalgeneralizations.Butmost Fregepatients
arenot like this.So on this readingPIEturnsout to be truebut harmless.5

5 Thereis an alternativeempiricalreadingof PIE:'Mostagentsarealwaysin epistemic
equilibriumin respect of the facts on which they act. Having all the relevant
information- having all the informationthatGod has - would nevercause most
agents to act otherwisethan as they do/ PIEon this second readingseems to be
false,especiallyif Rl is true.Buteven if it weretrue,it is unclearhow it couldsupport
(III).Again,some connectingpremisesareneeded, and theirtruthwould be moot.
But most importantly,if the goal is to exclude Frege patients, then most Frege
patientswill turnout to be outsidethescopeof intentionalpsychology,whichseems
preposterous.Oedipus, like most Fregepatients,lives an otherwiseperfectlyrational and epistemicallyresponsible life. Even if (G) didn't cover him on two
occasions,there were many other occasionsit did; likewise for other intentional
generalizations.To exclude someone from the domain of intentionalpsychology
simplybecausehe has been a Fregepatienton a few occasionsis simply unaccept-
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Here is a second reading:
(R2) PIE:It is constitutive of normalagency that an agent be in
epistemic equilibriumin respect of the facts on which she acts.
Having all the relevantinformation- having all the information
that God has - would not cause a normalagent to act otherwise
than as she does.
This is a normativereading,as opposed to Rl, which is descriptive.The
sense of normalityhere is slightly technical.It is one accordingto which
the applicabilityof psychologicalgeneralizationsrequiresthatthe agent
be normal,i.e. in epistemic equilibriumin the relevantsense. So abnormal agents- e.g. agentswho arenot in equilibrium- areipso factonot
coveredby intentionalgeneralization.6
On this reading, (III)immediately follows from (I) and (II).But the
questionbecomes why any psychology should acceptPIEso read.What
makesPIEtrue?We'lltakeup Fodor'sargumentfor it shortly(in section
III).But firstwe need to confronta few interpretativequestions.
As it stands,PIEis too strong.To see why, considerOedipus again,as
a statistically typical (albeit dramatic)example of a Frege patient. Is
Oedipus normalin the R2 sense?No. So, are we to put Oedipus outside
the properdomainof psychologicalgeneralizations?On a literalreading
of R2, the answer to this last question is yes. But can we really treat
Oedipus as outside of an entire body of intentionallore (folk or otherwise) simply because on a few occasionshe didn't know all the relevant
identities on which the success of his behavior depended? This would
be tantamountto treatingOedipus as not sharingour psychology,which
is simply not credible. What makes Oedipus's story so compelling is
precisely that he is one of us, that he sharesour psychology. Sophocles'
success in telling his story relies on just this fact.7
To block this undesired consequence, agent normality needs to be
relativizedto occasionsof acting:

able. (In personal communication,Fodor has confirmed that this was not his
intention.)
6 Fodorsometimesgives theimpressionthathe thinksagentswho arenot in epistemic
equilibriumare irrationaland that is why they are not covered by intentional
generalizations.We'llcome to this below.
7 CompareFodor'sown remarks,in the firstchapterof Psychosemantics:
TheProblem
of Meaningin thePhilosophy
of Mind(Cambridge,MA:The MITPress 1987),about
thepsychologyof Hermia,Lysander,andDemetriusin Shakespeare'sA Midsummer
Night's Dream.
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(R3) PIE:It is constitutive of normalagency relative to a given
occasionthat an agentbe in epistemicequilibriumin respectof the
facts on which she acts on that occasion. Having all the relevant
information- having all the informationthat God has - would
not causea normalagentto actotherwisethanas she does on a given
occasion.
So on the occasionson which Oedipus killed his fatherand marriedhis
mother,Oedipus was not in equilibriumin respectof the factson which
he acted.He was thereforeabnormalwithrespecttothoseoccasions.Hence,
the relevant generalizationsthat cover these particularactions should
exclude Oedipus from theirproperdomain.
Notice that, intuitively, PIE on this reading is intended to exclude
agents from the scope of only certain generalizationson only certain
occasionsof action.For instance,Oedipus is not to be excluded from the
scope of (G) with respectto those acts where he is in epistemic equilibrium, even though he is to be so excluded with respect to his behavior
towards his mother and father. And the only reason he is to be so
excluded with respect to the latteroccasions,accordingto R3, appears
to be because he didn't know the identitiesrelevanton those occasions,
i.e., because he was a Frege patient. So, on this reading, the same
generalizationmay simultaneouslybe both applicableand inapplicable
to an agent with respectto differentoccasionsof action.
Note that without an independent argument for it, R3 would be
question-begging.Rememberthat we are trying to see why, according
to Fodor,Frege patients are to be excepted from the domain of certain
intentionalgeneralizations.And the answer Fodorwould give us here
- if he had no independentargumentfor PIE- is this:Oedipus should
be excepted from the domain of these generalizationspreciselybecause
he is a Fregepatient!
Any intentionalagent, accordingto Fodor,should be excepted from
the domain of the relevantgeneralizationson theoccasionsof herbeinga
Fregepatient.Fodorseems to take this principleto be valid for any sort
of psychology,broador narrow.By his lights, the issue is whetheror not
intentionalagents, on the occasionswhen they arebeing Fregepatients,
ought to be covered by any sort of intentionalgeneralizations,regardless of theirbreadth.In otherwords, it appearsthat Fodor'sargumentative strategyis to take this issue as priorto the issue of how intentional
generalizationsareto be read.If so, the mainburdenof his strategymust
be carriedby the argumenthe gives for R3. We turn now to its discussion.
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III The Argument for PIE:Validity
We submit that Fodor's argumentfor PIEis unsound, on two counts.
First,because it is invalid (this section).Second,because at least one of
its premises is false (next section).Here is the argumentin question:8
(Tl) You cannotchoose A over B unless you believe you would prefer
A to B if all the facts were known to you.9
(T2) The success of an action is accidentalunless the beliefs that the
agent acts on are true.
(T3) No belief/ desire psychology can view the normal success of
rationalactionsas accidental.
Fodorsays that it follows from T1-T3'thatno belief/desire psychology
can fail to acceptPIE...broador narrow,[belief/desire psychologies]are
all committed to treating Frege cases as aberrations'(TheElmand the
Expert,42).

Again, there are interpretativeproblems,especially since at least one
of the premises must be read normatively(given that PIEis so read for
presentpurposes).Beforewe discusshow PIEis supposed to follow from
T1-T3- and why it fails to do so - let's try to clarifythe premisesfirst.
Takenat facevalue, Tl is plainly false:I can (amableto) choose A over
B without believing that I would preferA to B were all the facts in. If it
is not to be immediatelyfalsified,Tl must be read somethinglike this:
choose A over B unless you believe
(Tli) Youcannotnormally/rationally
A
B
if
all
would
to
the
facts were known to you.
you
prefer
Here the addition of 'normally/rationally'would make Tli properly
normative,putting it in harmonywith R3.10In other words, if I choose

8 Tl and T2 appearverbatimin Fodorlabeledas such (TheElmandtheExpert,42).T3
also appearsthere,but we added the labelfor expositoryconvenience.Fodorcalls
the first two premises 'truisms/ and he appears to regard T3 as more or less
self-evident.
9 Fodoralso offersa substantiallyweakenedversionof this thesis in a footnote(The
ElmandtheExperts,122-3n.3).We will come to it below, in sectionIV.l.
10 Thatthis readingis the intendedone is suggestedby Fodor'sparentheticalremark
on Tl, where he notes:'if an agent has no views aboutwhat he would preferif all
the factswere in, then if he is forcedto choose, the rationalthing for him to do is
flip a coin' (The Elm and the Expert,42).
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A over B without believing thatI would preferA to B if all the factswere
in, then I must be an abnormalor irrationalagent, and so be subjectto
certaincensures. Note that in the discussion to follow we will stick to
'rational/irrational'understoodin what we taketo be the usual internalist sense (henceTlf). On this conception,standardsof epistemicjustificationare in an importantsense internalto the agent;thus, for example,
rationalitydoes not requirethatall the beliefs out of which an agent acts
are true.11
Accordingto Tli, if I am rationaland choose to do A over B, then I
believe that I would still preferA to B even afterfull updating.Though
this conditionalstatementfollows from Tli, it is considerablyweaker.
Given the normativityat stake in Tli, the premise is no mere indicative
conditional.The 'cannot'in Tli does not indicatea contingentinability;
rather,it signifies that rationality/normality necessarilyrequireshaving
the relevanthigher-orderbelief.12Thus we will read the conditionalas
follows:
(1) Necessarily,if I am rationaland I choose to do A over B, then I
believe that [if all the factswere known to me, I would still prefer
A to B].
Call the higher-orderbelief whose content is expressedby the sentence
inside the squarebrackets,'HB.'In the next section, we will argue that
Tli so construedis false.
Although we doubt that T2 is true, we will leave its discussion aside
in this paper.13
It is not clearhow to takeT3.SometimesFodorwrites as if it is incumbent upon intentionalpsychology to explain why rationalactions are
usuallysuccessful,in the sense that they usually promotethe realization
of the goals theywere intendedto promote.Butthe explanandumatissue
is quite differentfrom the usual explanandaof such a psychology, viz.
intentionalbehaviors,irrespectiveof whether they succeed. That such
behaviorsusuallysucceedis an interestingfact,and as suchinvitesexplanation. But there is scant reason to think that the explanationmustbe

11 For discussion of rationality of a different sort, see section IV.2, below.
12 For convenience, we call the belief involved a 'higher-order belief even though it is
a belief about one's preferences, not about one's beliefs.
13 But see J.J.Prinz, 'Is Narrow Content Superfluous?' for an interesting elaboration
of doubts about T2. Available on-line at http://csmaclab-www.uchicago.edu/philosophyProject/LOT/jjpl.html
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given withinintentionalpsychologyitself.14Rather,thenormalsuccessof
intentionalbehavior appears to be a preconditionfor the existence of
intentionalpsychology - insofaras the existenceof such behaviorhistorically(viz. evolutionarily)depends on its routinesuccess.15
Perhaps that is all that Fodor wishes to say. But then it is not clear
whetherthereis any supportfor PIEin the idea thatintentionalbehavior
is normallysuccessful.Bothnarrowand broad psychologies depend on
this fact for theircontinuedexistence.The explanationof it can be given
in termsof the generaltendencyof rationalagents to justifytheirbeliefs
well, together with the general tendency of well-justifiedbeliefs to be
true. So there is no route here from the normal success of intentional
behavior to broad psychology per se.16On the contrary,a narrow psychology seems able to do a betterjob here, since it can cover the occasional unsuccessful behavior, or accidentally successful behavior, to
which Fregepatients are prone. So a narrowpsychology would have a
wider scope, hence - ceterisparibus- greaterexplanatoryand predictive power. And thatsurelysuggests its superiorityto the broadalternative.17
Notice that we have assumed what appears to be the most natural
readingof 'normal'in T3, i.e., the statisticalreading:
(2) Rationalactions statisticallytend to be successful (i.e., most rational actions are successful).
T3 assumes (2), and implies that

14 D. Arjo,'StickingUp forOedipus:Fodoron IntentionalGeneralizationsand Broad
11 (1996)231-45,makesroughlythe same point.
Content/ MindandLanguage
15 We don't meanto suggest thata historical/evolutionaryexplanationwould be the
onlyproperkindof explanation.Certainly,ahistoricalandmechanisticexplanations
might also apply.Thesetwo kinds of explanationsarenot incompatible.
16 Note, however,thatFodor'sofficiallystatedaim is not to show thatbroadpsychology is true,but to show thatit mightbe true.He writes:'Ithereforeproposeto argue,
in this lecture,that it is plausible- not unreasonableto believe- that ... for all we
know,the laws of intentionalpsychologymaywell be broad...I pauseforemphasis:
I'mnot going to arguethatpsychologicallaws shouldbe broadlyconstrued....What
I amgoing to argueis this:the considerationsthathavebeen supposedto show that
an externalistconstrualof contentwon't meet the purposesof psychologicalexplanationare,on balance,unconvincing.So maybenarrowcontentis superfluous'
(The
Elm and the Expert,28).

17 Assuming,of course,that ceteraarepariain this case - which Fodorand others
have given us independentreasonsto doubt (see note 34, below). Butsuch considerationswill be largelybracketedfor the purposesof this paper.
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(3) It is no accidentthat rationalactions statisticallytend to be successful.
Sincewe agree with Fodorthat (2) and (3) are true,we agree that
(4) Any belief/desire psychology ought to accept (2) and (3).
If this is all T3 says, namely, that the conjunctionof (2)-(4)is true, we
have no quarrelwith it. However, when it is read this way, Fodor's
argumentfor PIEbecomes invalid.
To see this, suppose that
(5) I am rationaland I choose A over B.
Thenwe get
(5) I believe thatif all the factswere known to me, I would still prefer
AtoB[=HB;from(l)]
and
(6) If A is successfuland its success is not accidental,then the beliefs
out of which I acted are true, [fromT2]
It is clearthatthe following is a suppressedpremisein Fodor'sargument
(which we will also argue against,below):
(7) HB is among the beliefs out of which I acted in doing A.
So,
(8) If A is successfuland its success is not accidental,then HB is true,
[from(6) and (7)]
What'sneeded at this stage is the consequentof (8), namely:
(9) HB is true.
As for getting (9) from (8), T3 looks like Fodor'sbest bet. But that won't
do.18WhatT3 yields is the following pair of claims:
(10) A is likely to be successful, [from(S) and (2)]

18 It is even doubtful that T3 entails that most rationalactions are non-accidentally
successful.But since the latterclaim seems fairlyintuitive,we won't make heavy
weatherof this point.
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(11) The truthof (10)is no accident,[from(S), (3), and (10)]
In other words, the statisticaltendency of rationalactions to succeed
confers a higher probabilityon A's success than on its failure,and not
by accident.To emphasize:what follows is not that A is successful.To
securePIE,Fodorneeds the antecedentof (8), to wit:
(12) A is successful and its success is not accidental.
This is quite strong,comparedto (10) and (11).
In short, (12) is needed for the pro-PIEargumentto go through,yet it
does not follow fromT1-T3.Nor can Fodorjust assume (12),for to do so
would be to requirenot only that rationalactions alwayssucceed, but
also thatthey alwaysdo so in a non-accidentalway. Butthis requirement
is both independentlyimplausibleand question-begging.It is implausible for two reasons. First,because it would exclude cases of rational
actionswhich succeedby accident;and it seems fairto suppose thatsuch
cases exist.19Second,because it would exclude all cases of unsuccessful
action from the explanatory/predictivedomain of psychology, which
borderson the absurd.Relatedly,the requirementalso begs the question
againstfriendsof narrowpsychology,who want to countFregepatients,
like Oedipus, as rationalon the relevantoccasion(s)of action.Forthere
canbe littledoubtthatOedipus'sactionsdo notsucceed,in the sense that
they do not further the goals they were undertakento promote (e.g.
finding a suitable mate). This is evident from the fact that, having
realizedwhat he's done, Oedipus blinds and banisheshimself - rather
than, say, patting himself on the back. Expressionsof regretlike these
are typically symptomaticof unsuccessfulaction.
This leaves Fodor with a dilemma. Either his argument for PIE is
invalid, in which case the jig's up; or he has to revert to a statistical
reading of PIE,which says that rationalactions are, as a statisticalrule,
carriedout by agents who are in epistemicequilibriumin respectof the
factson which they acton those occasions.Fromthis the most thatwould
follow is thatFregecases are not statisticallytypical.Butthatis less than
Fodorneeds, since - pending an argumentto the contrary- there'sno
reason to think that mere statistical atypicality sufficesfor exceptionhood.20Eitherway, he loses.21

19 For a lovely Gettier-style example, see Prinz.
20 Though one might well suppose that pathological ^breakdown7) cases, which
ordinarily are atypical in this sense, should count as exceptions. The problem is that
atypicality need not imply pathologicality; Oedipus is a case in point. And there are
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IV

The Truth of the Premises

ThoughFodorregardsTli as a truism,we take quite a differentview of
the matter.Not only does rationalitynot requirethatwhenever I choose
A over B I believe I would preferA to B if all the facts were known to
me; rationalitysometimes requiresthat I lacksuch a belief - and even,
on occasion,that I have a belief to the contrary.Or so we will argue.
1. Rationalitywithout conviction

Hereis the generaldescriptionof the sortof situationwe have in mind.22
Circumstancesare such that I have to act, i.e., I have to choose A over B
by time t, but by that time and/or because of the nature of the circumstances, I cannot gather all the relevantinformationpertaining to my
choice,which I know I could if the circumstanceswere more favorable;
so I have to make do with the scant evidence available.I do my best to
use that evidence in epistemically responsibleways, and I eventually
choose A over B before t. You come and ask me, just before t and after
my choice:'Do you thinkyou would have chosen A even if you had had
all the relevantinformation?'We submitthattherearesituationslike this
in which I am agnosticaboutwhetherI would choose A over B if all the
factswere in, so I lack the higher orderbelief in question.Moreover,we
would also like to claim that thereare situationslike these in which it is
sometimes rationalto be agnostic about the relevantHB, i.e. situations
in which rationalitydemands that I be agnosticabout the HB. But most
interestingly,we will show thattherearealso situationslike these where

various other serious problemswith a statisticalreadingof PIE.It's not clear,for
instance,how a readingcouldbe given forRl thatappliesonly to occasions
ofacting,
as in thecaseof R3.(Inpersonalcorrespondence,Fodorhasdeniedthatthestatistical
readingwas intended.)
21 In personalcommunication,Fodorhas concededthat he needs (12),or something
like it, to be the 'unmarkedcase/ but insistedthat this is no problemfor his view,
since PIEis to be readas a ceterisparibusclaim.Butit's unclearhow the principle
could be readin this way. ForPIEis supposedto specifyan umbrellaconstrainton
other things' being equal in the intentionalrealm - a constraintgoverning the
acceptabilityof candidateintentionalgeneralizationsin general.Thismakesit difficult to see how the usual sortof nomichedging could be appropriateto it.
22 Thecaseswe will describearecasesinvolvingdecisionsunderrisk,wherechoicesare
made on the basis of the expectedutilityof each option.Thecases we are interested
in are those where the expectedutility of the choiceactuallymade comes out to be
greaterthanthatof the alternativesbecausethe riskassociatedwith the latteris very
high, even thoughthe subjectiveprobabilityof its occurrenceis low. See below.
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you actuallybelieve thatyou would probablyhave reversedyour choice
(viz. chosen B over A) had all the factsbeen in! If this is right,then Tli is
false, and Fodor'sargumentis unsound, regardlessof whether or not it
is valid.
One set of examples is provided by activities like gambling,playing
the lottery, and voting. In such activities, situations routinely arise in
which one may act rationallywhile being agnostic about whether one
would do the same if one had all the facts. Sometimes, time is not a
constraint,but for various reasons we may knowingly be unable to
collectall the relevantevidence, and so must act on the basis of what we
believe to be very incomplete evidence.23Ought we to believe that we
would act the same if we knew everything?We think that we typically
don't, and that sometimeswe ought not to.
Interestingly,somethinglike this seems to be acknowledgedby Fodor
himself:
More precisely, the strength of your preference for A over B should equal the
strength of your conviction that you would prefer A to B if all the facts were in.
Offered a bet on a fair coin, you shouldn't prefer heads to tails; and you shouldn't
think it more likely that you would prefer heads to tails if you knew which way the
coin will land. (The Elm and the Expert,122-3n.3)

Fodor offers this as a precisificationof Tl, but it seems considerably
weaker. If your conviction that you would preferA to B if all the facts
were in is less than 100%,as is typically the case, then you believe it
possible thatyou would act differentlyif all the factswere in. Moreover,
thereis a spectrumof situationsin which one mightbe decreasinglysure
that one would preferA to B if all the facts were in, and Tl, even thus
weakened, steadily loses plausibility as one continues along the spectrum.
So let's try to accommodateFodor'sremark.Here is a version of (1)
which adds parametersfor strengthof preferenceand degree of confidence, as suggested:

23 Fodor might perhaps object that if your degree of conviction that you wouldn't
change your mind after updating is low enough, then you are not making a rational
choice after all. But remember the circumstances we are imagining are such that it
is not optional for the agent to gather more information: she just can't. Nevertheless,
she uses, in an epistemically responsible way, all the evidence she can responsibly
gather. The demands of rationality, we take it, extend no further than this. See K.
Bach, 'Default Reasoning: Jumping to Conclusions and Knowing When to Think
Twice,' PhilosophicalQuarterly65 (1984) 37-58 for discussion of the inevitable tradeoffs between reliability and efficiency that real-world (i.e., resource-bounded) rational choice involves.
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(1*) Necessarily,if I am rationaland I preferto degree n to do A over
B, then I believe to degree n that [if all the facts were known to
me, I would still preferA to B]
with 0 < n < 1, where 1 representsperfectpreference/certainty.
Butthis can'tbe quiteright.Hereis a counterexample.SayI'mdiabetic
and I need to digest some sugar at once, but I need to watch my
cholesterolbecause I also have a heart condition.I am running late for
an importantmeetingand rushinglike mad to get there.I stop at a nearby
conveniencestore to get somethingsweet to eat en route to the meeting.
At the counterI see a display of candiesin different-coloredwrappers.I
grabthe orangeone afterhesitatingbrieflybetween thatand a greenone,
not botheringto look at the labels.I decide againstthe greenone because
I suspect thereis roughly an even chancethat it containsmint, a flavorI
dislike; whereas I've no such worry about the orange one, since I am
confidentthat orange-wrappedcandiesnever containmint. I make this
choice despite my belief that green-wrappedcandies tend to be cholesterol-free.
Am I rational in choosing the orange candy over the green one?
Intuitively,the answer is yes. Butwhat do my parametrizedbeliefs and
utilities look like? Well, let's suppose that I believe that if a candy on
display is wrappedgreen,then the probabilityof its being minty is about
50%(as against 1%for the orange alternative)and the probabilityof its
containingcholesterolis about the same (as against95%for the orange).
All else being equal, I'd prefer to stay away from mint. And though I
watch my cholesterol level closely, there are times I don't care much
about whether the food I eat contains cholesterolif I think the amount
of cholesterolit containsis negligiblecomparedto otherbenefitsI might
get (e.g.,a pleasanttaste).So the strengthof my preferencefor the orange
candy is quite high; close to 1, say, 0.9. But certainly,this parameteris
not matchedby the degree of confidencein my relevantHB. If I believe
it considerablyless likely for green candies to containcholesterolthan it
is for orangeones to do so, and I believe that green candies are as likely
to be mint-freeas they areto be minty,then the strengthof my conviction
thatI would preferthe orangecandy to the greenone if all the factswere
in will surely be lessthan 0.9 - this on the assumptionthat if I had just
a bit more time to look at their labels, I would have made sure to pick
So (1*)is false.
out a candy that was both mint- and cholesterol-free.24

24 Also, note that in this example it is intuitively implausible to suppose that when I
chose the orange candy over the green one, I had a relevant HB which was among
the beliefs out of which I acted, in the sense that it was causally implicated in the
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Thereis no shortageof examples of ordinarychoice behaviorwhich fit
the above generalform,includingcases involving much tougherchoices
made under much gravercircumstances.
But we can show somethingeven stronger.Let'schange the example
slightly. Suppose that on the counter there are only orange and green
candies,and I believe that all the orangecandiescontaincholesterolbut
arenot minty. I also believe thatthe greenones have only a slight chance
of being minty but in all likelihood don't contain cholesterol (say the
subjectiveprobabilityof theirbeing eitherminty or non-cholesterol-free
is considerablyless than 0.5 for each, say 0.1). Further,avoiding mint
flavor is overridingly important to me, since I have a strong allergic
reaction to mint which may potentially be fatal. Under these circumstances,my confidencein choosing the orange candy is quite high, but
certainlymy HB thatI would have chosen the same way if I knew all the
relevantfacts is much less than 0.5. But if this is true, then not only is it
rationalfor me to lack an HB of the relevantsort- thatis, to be agnostic
about the stabilityof my preferencefor the orangecandy afterupdating
- it's also rationalfor me to believe to degree n > 0.5 thatI would choose
the green candy if I had all the information!
Here is anothercounterexampleto (I*).25Let'sgo back,for a moment,
to the days before genetic screeningwas available,and imagine a pregnant woman who believes she has been exposed to high doses of radiation early in her pregnancy.The woman is concernedto avoid giving
birthto a deformedbaby,though she believes (becauseshe has been told
by experts)that, under the circumstances,such an outcome is unlikely,
but still better than the average chance if she had not been exposed to
radiation.So she decides to have an abortion- despite a strong suspicion that,were all the factsin, she would choose otherwise.It seems clear

production of my choice behavior. In personal communication, however, Fodor has
indicated that he meant the relevant HB to be (at least) implicit,in the sense that were
the agent to believe its negation, she would choose differently. Thus an agent would
have the relevant HB implicitly just in case she would choose differently were she
to believe that she might not stick with her original choice after full updating. But
there are difficulties with this suggestion. Most obviously, it remains to be explained
how, or in what sense, such implicit HBs could contribute to the production of an
agent's choice behavior. To see why, suppose I lackthe relevant HB: that is, suppose
that, even were I to believe that I might not stick to my original choice after full
updating, I might not switch. What would be the likely impact on my choice
behavior? As far as we can tell, not much. Of course, Fodor might counter that the
implicit HB is one out of which I act insofar as my choice of action would not qualify
as rational were I to lack it. But this again seems implausible.
25 Thanks to David Malament for suggesting the material for this paragraph.
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that, given the woman's beliefs and utilities, this would be a perfectly
reasonabledecision.Butit justas clearlyrunsafoulof Fodor'sprinciple.6
Our routine daily lives might not (fortunately)be dominated by
situationslike that,situationswhere we knowinglyhave to operatewith
considerablyless thandesirableevidence.Buttherearecertainlyenough
of them to refute Tli, since, remember,Tli, as reformulatedin (1), was
introducedas telling us somethingabout the essence of rationality.27

26 Notice that the last two counterexamples are just less dramatic versions of the
situation involved in Pascal's Wager. I'm trying to choose, on practical grounds,
between two beliefs: the belief that God exists and the belief that He doesn't. As a
rational epistemologist sensitive to using evidence in responsible ways, I think it
unlikely mat God exists; my confidence is not complete of course, but it is closer to
1 than to 0.5. But despite this confidence, I decide to adopt the stance of a religious
believer on the basis of (a) a very powerful aversion to infinite torture in Hell, and
(b) the assumption that such torture is exactly what unbelievers can expect if it turns
out that God does exist. It is plausible that my choice is rational, but I certainly don't
believe that if all the facts were in I wouldn't switch (and embrace atheism). What's
more, I regard it as likely that if all the facts were in I would switch! I just can't take
the attached risk. (Here we're assuming that under certain conditions Ijelief to
degree n that P' can be systematically translated to 'belief that the probability of P
is it.')
27 Note that in both of these cases, the counterexemplification of Tl i depends upon the
fact that the agent assigns steeply asymmetric utilities to the possible outcomes of
action. One might suppose that such cases need not be taken all that seriously, in
the sense that intentional psychology can safely idealize away from them (personal
communication with Fodor). But there are problems with this move. First, it's not
clear that Tli can be read as a garden-variety ceteris paribus claim, any more than
PIEcan (see note 21, above). Second, at this point appealing to ceteris paribus clauses
has become just too cheap, and in fact, ad hoc. What's needed here is an independent
motivation for abstracting away from the cases in question, that is, something other
than a prior commitment to broad psychology. But what that motivation might be
is anyone's guess. At least it's unclear why asymmetries in an agent's utilities should
be thought to interfere with the realization of decision-theoretic laws in anything
like the way that, say, friction and air resistance can be held to interfere with the
realization of laws governing the motion of spheres on inclined planes. (For more
on the general topic of ceteris paribus laws and exceptionhood, see P. Pietroski and
G. Rey, 'When Other Things Aren't Equal: Saving Ceteris Paribus Laws From
Vacuity,' BritishJournalfor the Philosophyof Science46 [1995] 81-110.)
Still, consider the pregnant woman again. Change the situation this way: she
now believes (on her doctor's word) that her chances of giving birth to a deformed
baby are 50-50. Despite her strong desire to have a baby she aborts on the basis that
her desire to avoid a deformed baby is slightly stronger. Here we have about the
same probability assignments to the outcome of her actions (aborting or not) with
just a slightly different utility assignment to each. In this kind of situation, it is
rational for her to lack even an implicit HB (see note 24) to the effect that were she
to believe that all the facts were in, she would still abort.
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2. Rationalityrefigured?

So far,we have operatedwith an intuitivenotion of rationalitywhere the
standardsof epistemicevaluationarein animportantsenseinternalto the
agent. Thus conceived,rationalitydoesn't requirethat the beliefs out of
which agents act are pretty generally true. It only requiresthat agents
the restdepends on the cooperation
justifythosebeliefsas best they can;28
of the world. Thisdoesn'trenderthe routinesuccess of rationalbehavior
an accident,forbeliefs thatarewell justifiedalso tend to be true.
Nevertheless,Fodormay now be operatingwith an externalistnotion
of rationality,on which all that irrationalityrequiresis the falsity of one
or more action-basingbeliefs, regardlessof one's epistemicefforts.29
We
think this is not our ordinarynotion of rationality,but we don't want to
quarrelaboutterminology.We want to grantthe legitimacyof the notion
as defined, but call it 'e-rationality'to distinguish it from the more
familiarinternalistnotion, which we'll call 'i-rationality.'Let's say that
an agent is e-rationalon a given occasiononly if all the beliefs on which
she acts on that occasionare true.Thuswe can revise Fodor'sfirstthesis
as follows:

28 Where the notion of justification is internalist, as noted. At least until recently, Fodor
himself used to insist on an internalist notion of rationality: 'according to the present
view, questions of rationality are assessed with respect to the vehicle of a belief as
well as its content; whereas questions of truth are assessed with respect to content
alone.... It's because the vehicle of his belief that his mother was eligible was, say,
"Jis eligible" rather than, say, "Mother is eligible" that [Oedipus]'s seeking to marry
his mother was not irrational in face of his abhorrence of incest' ('Substitution
Arguments and the individuation of Belief/ Reprinted in A Theoryof Content and
OtherEssays [Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press 1990], 17n.lO). See also 'Methodological Solipsism Considered as a Research Strategy in Cognitive Psychology/ reprinted
in Representations:PhilosophicalEssays on the Foundationsof Cognitive Science (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press 1981), 241-3, where the same claim is elaborated in terms
of an internalistically understood notion of content, rather than in terms of vehicles
of content.
29 We don't think this is likely, but since Fodor's writing on this issue isn't very clear
and there are passages which seem to suggest that he regards Oedipus' behavior as
rationally defective (or at least 'rash'; see The Elm and the Expert,46), and since it
would nevertheless be instructive to see whether an externalist notion of rationality
can come to Fodor's rescue, we will proceed with the discussion. Such an externalist
notion of rationality is explicitly in play in the work of Ruth Millikan; see, e.g.,
Millikan, 'White Queen Psychology; or, the Last Myth of the Given/ reprinted in
White Queen Psychologyand Other Essaysfor Alice (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press
1993), especially sections 1-5.
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(Tie) You cannot e-rationallychoose A over B unless you believe you
would preferA to B if all the facts were known to you.
Suppose,as Fodorwants us to accept,thatwhenever agents responsibly
act, among the beliefs and desires out of which they act is the higher-orderbelief aboutwhat they would preferto do if all the factswere known
to them. Now, as we have seen, such a belief will not sometimes be
i-rationalforthe agentto hold if, dependingon the situation,she believes
it may as well be false for all she knows. (Fodorhimself must grantthis
point if he is serious about the note on Tl cited above.) But if held
nevertheless,it may still be e-rationalif it turnsout to be true on a given
occasion. If it happens to be false then the agent will be e-irrational.
Indeed,supposing thatOedipusheld higher-orderbeliefs of the relevant
sort on the occasions he marriedJocastaand killed his father,he was
e-irrationalon these occasionsaccordingto Tie.
One immediate problem with Tie is this. If we are right about the
falsity of Tli, then many agents on many occasions simply won't have
the relevanthigher-orderbeliefs about theirpreferences.In fact, if they
are self-reflectiveand careful, there will be situations in which they
would deny having such a belief if querieddirectly.Butthen thereis no
telling whether such an agent is e-rationalon the basis of whether her
higher-orderbelief is true,for in all likelihoodshe won't be holding any
such belief. But then Tl just collapses:if most agents are i-rational,then
many agents will sometimeslack any higher-orderbelief of the sort Tie
specifies. So many otherwise i-rationalagents will likely become e-irrational whetheror not they are Fregepatients.

So it turns out that Tie is too strong even for Fodor:many ordinary
i-rationalagents will turn out to be e-irrationaland will thereforebe
potentiallyoutside the properscope of intentionalgeneralizations(i.e. if
Fodorsucceeds in deriving the truthof R3 from T1-T3,which of course
he doesn't - see above).
V

Conclusion

Whenread as Rl, PIEdoes not imply thatFregepatientsare,or ought to
be treated as, exceptions to the relevant intentional generalizations.
When read as R3, PIEwould give the desired result - if it were true.
Taken on its own merit, PIE would seem to beg the question against
opponents of broadpsychology. And Fodor'sreasoningdoes not establish the principle.So no reasonhas been given for acceptingit.
Can anythingbe salvaged fromFodor'sargumentfor PIE?To answer
this question, we propose to look at what sort of intuitions might be
drivinghis attemptto excuse intentionalgeneralizationsfromhaving to
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coverFregepatients.Thefollowingpassageseems to indicatethebottom
line:
I assume that any intentional psychology that we can imagine taking seriously will
construe a creature's behavior as largely determined by causal interactions between
its beliefs and its utilities. My point is that no such belief /desire psychology, broad
or narrow, can tolerate a general proliferation of Frege cases. Any intentional psychology, broad or narrow, has to take for granted that identicals are generally de
facto intersubstitutable in belief/ desire contexts for those beliefsand desires that one
acts on. For if this isn't granted, there is nothing to connect the rationality of an action
with the likelihood of its success. Suppose Fa is something that Smith wants and Fb
is something that he doesn't want. Then Smith will find that Fa tastes of ashes if
a=b. This is all right as far as it goes; such things happen. Getting what you want
can be awful. The problem, however, is that if a=b and Smith doesn't know it, even
perfectly prudent behavior in respect of a (viz., of b) won't tend towards the
satisfaction of Smith's desires exceptbyaccident.And, surely, no serious belief /desire
psychology could treat the routine success of prudent behavior as accidental.(The
Elm and the Expert,40)

Fodorseems to assume throughoutthat Fregecases are statisticallyrare
We agree
(~ Rl) and unsystematic(« that they are rareis no accident).30
with this assumption- call it Al - provided that Fregecasesare taken
to be the occasions for actions involving Frege patientssuch that their
actions on those occasionsare eitherunsuccessfulor, if successful,then
accidentallyso.31We also agree that no belief/desire psychology can
toleratea generalproliferationof Fregepatients- call this A2 - in the
sense that their systematicproliferationwould undermine the general
utility of intentionalbehavior and hence, in the long run, remove the
ontological precondition of such a psychology. However, it doesn't
automaticallyfollow from these assumptionsthat 'any intentionalpsychology, broad or narrow, has to take for granted that identicals are
generally de facto intersubstitutablein belief/ desire contextsfor those
beliefsanddesiresthatoneactson'- call this targetconclusionT. In order
for T to follow from Al and A2, Fregepatientsmust alreadyhave been
excluded from the proper domain of intentionalexplanation.What is
needed, then, is an independent
argumentto show that Fregepatientsare
to
exceptions psychologicalgeneralizationsin the generalcase.

30 See The Elm and the Expert,43-7.
31 We think that Frege cases are ubiquitous in a broader sense according to which most
intentional agents have many co-denotational concepts or extensionally equivalent
thoughts - some of which may not be known to be so to their hosts, and only a few
of which happen to provide the occasion for action, in which case their hosts become
Frege patients (see note 3, above).
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We have seen thatFodor'smain attemptto meet this need fails. Butin
the passage above he seems to be pointing to the idea that drove his
argumentby claiming that, if the point is not granted,there is nothing
to link the rationalityof an actionwith the likelihood of its success. We
deny this. Let'ssay we acceptAl and A2, and refuse to grantT. Are we
then left with no way to connect the rationalityof an action with its
tendency to bear fruit?Surelynot.
As his remarkson 'perfectlyprudent behavior' suggest, Fodor here
seems to mean by the rationalityof an actioni-rationality.32
So let's take
the claim as demanding an explanationof what links the i-rationality
('prudence')of an action to the likelihood of its success. In that case we
have already mentioned what we take to be the right answer. It's just
this:i-rationalbehavioris behaviorwhich is groundedin beliefsthattend
to be well justified;such beliefs tend to be true;hence the generallyrosy
prospects for behavioral success.33Of course, even perfectly prudent
behavioroccasionallyfails. But this is not only intelligiblebut in fact is
predicted on a narrow psychology, so long as Al and A2 are true. We
think that this makes a narrowpsychology a betterchoice than a broad
one.34

32 If Fodorhas e-rationalityin mind, his claimdoesn'tmakemuch sense (andmay be
question-begging).For supposing that e-rationalactionsare ipso facto caused by
truebeliefs,it is alreadybuilt into the claimthatsuccessfulactionsresultfromtrue
beliefs;so what is the point of claimingthat if T is not grantedthereis nothingto
connect the e-rationalityof an action to its success?Irrespectiveof whether T is
grantedor not, if the questionis what connectsthe e-rationalityof an actionto its
success, then the questionanswers itself:the truthof the beliefs out of which the
agentacts.
33 Prinzmakesmuch the same point.
34 Thisassumes,of course,thatthe notionof contentrequiredby a narrowpsychology
is non-problematicand theprojectof constructingone is viable.Wehaven'ttouched
on this issue. If Fodor'slong-standingargumentsagainst the viability of such a
notion - especially if worked out in terms of functional-rolesemantics- are
cogent,then we may have to learnto live with the factthatintentionalpsychology
can'texplainwhy Fregepatientsdo whatthey do. (Notetoo thatFodor'sown notion
of narrowcontentas a mappingfromcontextsto broadcontentsis no help with the
explanationof Fregecases involving conceptsexpressedby propernames;see M.
Aydede, 'Has Fodor Really Changed His Mind on Narrow Content?'[Mindand
12 (1997)422-58]fordetails.)Thismightbe the realinsightbehindFodor's
Language
argument.Ontheotherhand,thesuccessfulfolkpracticeof explainingmterpersonal
Fregecases suggests thattheremustbe a viablenotionof narrowcontent- at least
if we assume that this practiceis, as Fodorlikes to say, 'intentionalthroughand
through' (Concepts:WhereCognitiveScienceWent Wrong[New York:Oxford University Press 1998], 7).
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We concludethatFodor'scoreidea, thoughbased on fairassumptions
about the permissiblefrequencyof Fregecases, leads him astray.5
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Fodor has an alternative proposal about how to treat Frege patients: they are to
be explained at the sub-intentional level, via differences in the 'syntax' of the
relevant concepts, understood as Mentalese terms. If this is right, handling these
cases need not involve subsuming them under intentional generalizations of any
sort. But see M. Aydede, 'Fodor on Concepts and Frege Puzzles/ PacificPhilosophical
Quarterly 79 (1998) 289-94 and 'On the Type/Token Relation of Mental Representations/ Facta Philosophica2 (2000) 23-49 for a critique of this proposal.
35 We would like to thank Sara Bernal, Jonathan Cohen, Jerry Fodor, Melinda Hogan,
David Malament, Eric Margolis, Mark Moyer, and Jesse Prinz, as well as an
anonymous referee for this journal, for helpful feedback. Portions of this paper were
delivered at the Pacific APA meeting and at the 91st meeting of the Southern Society
for Philosophy and Psychology (SSPP) in April 1999; we would like to thank the
audiences for their comments and questions.

